
Translation & Explanation of  The Mukhtasar of
Imam Khalil
The author:

Name: Khal lī

Father’s name: Ish qā

Grandfather’s name: M sū ā

Patronymic: Ab  Muū hammad / Abu’l-Mawaddah

Agnomen: Al-Jundī

Reason for agnomen: He was one of the soldiers of the supported circle, and used to wear their uniform 
as a sign of asceticism and contraction away from the devotees of this world, thereby combining 
knowledge and action. His ancestry had a long-lasting association with the army. He took part in the 
military campaign to reconquer Alexandria after the city had been captured by the Crusader enemies in 
770 AH

Epithet: Diy ’ ad-D n (the Light of the D n)ā ī ī

Madhhab: M lik  (His father, a friend of Allah, was ā ī Hanaf , but as his son used to cling to the company ofī
‘Abdull h b. al-ā H jj, the author of ā Al-Madkhal, and of Shaykh ‘Abdull h al-Man f , he becameā ū ī  
M likā ī)

Place of birth: The land of the Kin nah tribe in Cairo, where he grew up and received knowledgeā

Date of death: 13 Rab ` al-Awaal, 776 (or 767) AHī

Place of burial: The main cemetery in Cairo, next to his teacher ‘Abdull h al-Man fā ū ī

His post-death state: Some seekers of knowledge saw him in their dreams after his death and asked him 
what Allah had done to him, whereupon he replied, ‘He forgave me and whoever performed my funeral 
prayer’

His authorial legacy: It includes:

–         At-Tawdīh, a large-size commentary on Ibn al-H jib’s own juristic abridgment, viz. ā J mi` al-ā
Ummah tā

–         Al-Mukhtasar

–         A concise work on the rites of hajj

Each one of these works has been published.



 

Author’s introduction

(مؤقلدففملةؤ الؤؤللففف)

In the Name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Most Merciful

(بسم ا الرحن الرحيم)

 

يلقولؤ العلبةدؤ الفلقيؤ الؤضةطلر  لفرلحةلةف رلبففهف،

The needy slave compelled towards the mercy of his Lord,

رؤ خاطفرؤهؤ لفقفلقةف العلمللف والتقققةولى: الؤنةكلسف

whose heart is painfully dismembered due to the dearth of virtuous action and taqw :ā

خلليلؤ بةنؤ إفسةحاق  الالفكفي 

Khal l b. Isī h q al-M lik , says:ā ā ī

، دؤ لففف حلةدا  يؤواف ما تلزايلدل مفنل النففعلمف اللمة

The whole praise belongs to Allah, a praise commensurate with the increasing overflow of blessings,

رؤ للهؤ علللى مأ أوةلنا مفنل الفلضةلف ولالكلرلمف  ولالش كة

and gratitude, too, is entirely owed to Him because of the favour and generosity He has bestowed upon
us.

هف. ل أحةصي ثلناء  عفلليةهف، هؤول كلما ألثقةنل علللى نقلفةسف

I am unable to laud Him. He is as He has lauded Himself.

هف.  نةسانف ف رلمةسف ، ولحالف حؤلولف الف والف يعف اللحة أللؤهؤ الل طةفل ولالفعانلة ف جل ولنلسة

We ask Him for His subtly-encompassing kindness and His assistance in all the states, also in the state
where man lodges in his grave.

، ولالصقلةؤ والسقلمؤ علللى مؤلمقد  سليففدف العلرلبف ولالعلجلمف

May the prayer of ennoblement and the salutation of peace be upon Muhammad, master of the Arabs and
the non-Arabs alike,

. ، ولعلللى آلفهف ولأصةحابفهف ولأزةواجؤهف ولذؤرففيلتفهف وأؤمقتفهف ألفةضللف الؤملمف اللبةعوثؤ لفسائرف الؤملمف

who has been sent to all the nations, on his family, companions, wives and descendants, and on his
nation, the best nation.

ولبقلعةدؤ:



Having said that:

 

“… says”:

The author chose the present tense (yaq lu) over the past one because the outward potentiality, i.e. the ū
whole abridgment, was to unfold itself in the future at the time of his inaugural speech, given that its 
composition was expected to take a long time.

 

“… compelled towards his Lord”:

Mudtarr means the one who reaches extremes of neediness, whom neediness has coerced, so that he sees 
neither strength nor power in himself, and likewise sees no intermediate cause he might rely upon save 
the succour of his Master, as in the case of the person drowning in the sea or lost in a waterless desert.

It is thus more specific than faq r.ī

The move is thus from the lower to the higher.

 

“… painfully dismembered”:

Munkasir means the one who is paining, aching, who is doleful.

It is a noun of the agent from inkis r ā which originally (= literally) denotes the dismemberment / 
fragmentation into parts of something stiff / solid / hard.

In this passage, inkis r ā is used figuratively, based on the fact that pain is occasioned by breaking 
something into parts.

In rhetoric, this is called maj z mursalā  (metonymy [1] / synecdoche)

 

“[H]eart”:

It translates the Arabic khātir, which is here other than a mere “thought” in the mind.

Originally, the word khawātir (plural of khātir) denoted the matters that descend upon the heart (such as 
ideas and thoughts); it was secondarily extended to the heart itself, since it is the locus by which those 
matters alight = again an example of maj z mursalā  or metonymy.

 

“Khal l”:ī

Khal l is a proper noun (ī ‘alam) originating in a qualificative (sifah) = the one whose quality is khullah, i.e. 

http://www.theislamiccommunity.com/article/mukhtasar_1#_ftn1


pure / uncorrupted / undiluted / crystalline affection.

Khullah is also used to signify the khal lī  = the person qualified thereby, whether masculine or feminine.

Khal l might also denote ī khallah = poverty, indigence, neediness, as in a verse by the famous Arab poet 
Zuhayr b. Ab  Salm  (520-609 AH).ī ā

 

“Grave”:

It translates the Arabic word rams, the original linguistic meaning of which is throwing or casting. It is 
thus used metaphorically here.

 

[1] A figure of speech in which one word or phrase is substituted for another with which it is closely 
associated (such as “crown” for “royalty”) [So long as the close association is not resemblance, for then we
talk in Arabic rhetoric of isti` rahā  or metaphor; here the link is causation].

KHAL L’S Ī ABRIDGMENT:

Bilingual text and explanation (2)

 

We saw in the first part the standard introduction to a classical text by a savant openly acknowledging his 
slavehood, turning to Allah and sending prayers on the Prophet, Sallall hu ‘alahi wa-Sallam.ā

After the normal partition phrase (wa-ba`du), Khal l goes on to explain the concrete inducement to the ī
work and pinpoint what kind of juristic work he was commissioned to write.

Author’s introduction

(مؤقلدففملةؤ الؤؤللففف)

 

: ، ولسلللكل بفنا ولبففمة ألنقةفلعل طلريق  قيقف اعلة  ألبانل اؤ لف ولللؤمة ملعالفل التقحة فقلقفدة سلألللنف جل

A group of people, may Allah make the landmarks of verified truth plain to me and to them and may He
cause us and them to proceed along the most beneficial road, asked me for:

 ، لهؤ اؤ تلعالل مامف مالفك  رلحف هلبف الف مؤةتلصلرا  علللى ملذة

An abridgment on the methodology of Im m M lik, may Allah, Exalted is He, have mercy on him,ā ā

ولى،  يففنا  لفما بفهف الفلتقة مؤبقل

http://grammar.about.com/od/fh/g/figuresterms.htm
http://www.theislamiccommunity.com/article/mukhtasar_1#_ftnref1


clarifying that by which fatwas are given in the school.

تفخارلة،  فلألجلبةتؤ سؤؤلاللؤمة بقلعةدل السة

I accordingly acceded to their request after entrusting the choice on that to Allah

 

“… a group of people”:

What is meant by jam `ah, those who asked Khal l to pen his famous abridgment, is a group of scholars / ā ī
devotees of knowledge (three or more): Khal l did not put pen to paper out of his own accord, following ī
a thought which came upon him independently. He seconded an externalized need, and did so having 
deemed himself qualified to discharge the weighty task.

 

“… may Allah make (the landmarks of verified truth) plain”:

Syntactically, ab nall hu is a parenthetical sentence interposed between the verb sa’ala (asked) and its ā ā
second object / maf` lū  = mukhtasaran [The first object is the y ’ā  of the attached first person pronoun, 
“me”].

The verb ab naā  can be intransitive or, as here, transitive (with the meaning of: manifested; made plain = 
May Allah manifest or make plain), exactly like the trilateral form b naā  + bayyana + tabayyana + istab naā .

 

“… (may Allah make the landmarks of verified truth plain) to me”:

Read as l  or as liya.ī

The author mentioned himself first in the supplication, in conformity with the etiquette set out in the 
Book and the Sunnah:

ّي» ( S«ربّنا اغفر ل ولولدي rah Ibr m: 41ū āī.(

It is reported that when supplicating the Prophet, Sallall hu ‘alayhi wa-Sallam, would begin by entreatingā
Allah for his own self. Of course, we are aware of other, less frequent occurrences in the hadith literature 
where he, Sallall hu ‘alayhi wa-Sallam, deviated from that standard course and supplicated for specific ā
individuals alone.

 

“… (may Allah make the landmarks of verified truth plain to me and) to them”:

“To them” = to the group of petitioners. He supplicated on their behalf as a recompense for having 
occasioned the writing of the abridgment and having thus acted as the medium of the abiding reward for 
it.



 

“… landmarks”:
In Arabic ma` lim, the singular of which is ā ma`lam, meaning the place where something is presumably 
found (= its most likely location) and the pointer to something else one extracts from it.

Here, the loci where we expect ascertained truth to be found.

 

“… ascertained truth”:

More literally, ascertainment of truth.

The word tahq q is in fact the original (ī masdar) of the verb haqqaqa ash-shay’a yuhaqqiquhu = to attain 
certainty about something / to authenticate it in full / to thoroughly ascertain its truth (One can also say 
haqqahu yuhiqquhu in the simple trilateral form).

The author intended by it both the attainment of certitude and the arrival at a preponderant thought that 
is equated to it. In this context, certitude or preponderant thought about the correct M likā ī judgments 
on doctrinal and juristic issues dealt with in the text.

 

“… (may Allah make) the landmarks of verified truth (plain to me and to them)”:

Ma` lim at-taā hq q: The evidences leading to certainty in beliefs about inner realities and about practices.ī

Tahq q can mean either affirming the truth by establishing the proof thereof or actualized certainty and ī
the like.

Here, the author is supplicating so that Allah might cause him and the inspirers of this text to attain 
thorough verification of judgments relating to inner truths and actions.

 

“… may He cause us and them (to proceed along the most beneficial road)”:

The author has moved from the first person singular of the initial supplication to the first person plural of 
this second supplication. The reference is probably to his dear ones, as a way of fulfilling the obligation of 
love.

 

“… (may He cause us and them) to proceed along the most beneficial road”:

The letter b ’ā  in salaka bin  wa-bihim makes the verb transitive, since ā salaka is used intransitively as well.

One says:

• Salaka Zaydun at-tar qa = Zayd went along the path (Intransitiveī“ – (طريقا يلتمس فيه علما سهفل ا ملن سلك



Whoever treads a path where he seeks knowledge, Allah will facilitate a path” (“طريقا إل النة
to the Garden”), as in a famous hadith .

• Salaktu bi-Zaydin at-tar qa = I caused Zayd to proceed along the path (Transitive). ī

The letter b ’ ā in the latter scenario does not indicate that you have proceeded along the path with Zayd, 
in his company, that is. Its use is transitivity, not accompaniment: it is an instrument by which the verb 
takes an (indirect) object.

 

“… an abridgment”:

Syntax-wise, the second object of the verb sa’ala.

What did they ask for? An abridgment.

Morphologically, it is a noun of the patient (= something abridged) from ikhtis rā , i.e. conveying 
abundant meaning through a paucity of words. Conciseness ( j zī ā ) is similar to it.

Why did they call for an abridgment, despite the fact that the well-distended juristic texts of the earlier 
scholars were easier to understand?

Because the levels of people’s yearning had fallen short of the earlier style (mother-books and their 
commentaries), hence abridgments had become necessary.

 

“… may Allah, Exalted is He, have mercy on him”:

Rahimahull h is a parenthetical sentence of supplication, based on M lik’s benefaction to the ummah ā ā
generally and to the M likiyyahā  specifically.

Ta` l  is a parenthetical sentence to laud Allah by declaring His utter transcendence above and absolute ā ā
purity from whatever is not a perfection in His respect.

 

“… clarifying that by which fatwas are given in the school”:

Fatw  is a notification of the judgment of the Law in a mas’alah that is not binding on its addressees, ā
unlike a judicial determination or qad ’.ā

For some, its meaning here is ift ’ā , the pronouncement of such fatwas.

For others, what is meant in this case is, rather, the judgment that must find obligatory expression in the 
fatw .ā

Fatw  is a notification of the judgment of the Law in a mas’alah that is not binding on its addressees, ā
unlike a judicial determination or qad ’.ā



 

“I accordingly acceded to their request”:

The letter f ’ā  is here causative, i.e. because such group of people had asked me for an abridgment, I 
complied with their petition, without any harmful tardiness on my part (the f ’ā , in fact, indicates a brief 
interlude between cause and effect). As it is said: ‘The best good is the most expedited one (khayr al-
khayr a`jaluh).’

 

“… after entrusting the choice on that to Allah”:

In other words, he engaged in the well-known sal t al-istikh rahā ā .

 

Having mentioned the reason for his authorship of the abridgment, the result of people’s need for such a 
condensed text, he then steps into the clarification of the terminology he adopted therein.

 

We will look into that next, Allah the Exalted willing.

KHAL L’S Ī ABRIDGMENT:

Bilingual text and explanation (3)

 

Having explained the motivational genesis of his abridgment, that is, a text by nature tending to cryptic 
terseness, Khal l feels compelled to remove ambiguities by explaining core terminology that continuously ī
recurs in the work.

[As for the main body of the text, the most comprehensive work on the author’s technical lexicon is Dr. 
Muhammad al-Muslih’s Kashf al-Mustalah t al-Fiqhiyyah min-Khil l Mukhtaā ā sar Khal l b. Isī h q al-ā
M likā ī, published in Beiut by D r Ibn ā Hazm in 2014.]

 

Author’s introduction

(مؤقلدففملةؤ الؤؤللففف)

مؤشيا  ب: (فيها) لفلةمؤدلوقنلةف،

indicating, by the phrase “in it”, the Mudawwanah;

ها،  مف تفلفف شارفحيها ف فقلهة ) إفلل اخة (بفأؤوففلل ول



by the phrase “it has been interpreted”, the different understanding of it on the part of its commentators;

مي،  تفيارف) لفلقخة (بفلخة ول

by the term “the choice”, al-Lakhm ’s juristic choice;ī

 ، تفيارفهف مفنل الفلفف مف فلذللفكل لخة هف، ولبفلسة تفيارفهف هؤول ف نقلفةسف يغلةف الففعةلف فلذللفكل لخة لكفنة إفنة كانل بفصف

whenever, however, the verbal form is used, that is a reference to al-Lakhm ’s personal choice, whereasī
the use of the nominal form is a reference to his choice in contentious issues;

“ … indicating, by the phrase “in it”, the Mudawwanah”:

This is a terminological tool specific to Khal l, who sometimes refers also to “ī Al-Umm” (the Mother-
Book) and to “At-Tahdh bī ”, i.e. al-Bar dha` ’s famous abridgment ā ī Tahdh bī  al-Mudawwanah.

The reference to the Mudawwanah might be in order to quote a corroboration for the ruling laid out by 
the author or to indicate the judgment in the mas’alah, such as his statement “and in it we find the 
meritorious nature of slightly delaying the Night prayer after the entry of its time”.

The source- or mother-books relied upon in the madhhab are, as we know, four:

·        Sahn n (d. 240 AH)’s ū Al-Mudawwanah al-Kubrā, which is the source of sources;

·        The Andalusian Ibn Hab b as-Sulam  (d. 238 AH)’s ī ī Al-Wādihah (f  as-Sunan wa al-Fiqh)ī , most of 
which has been lost due to poor preservation of the extant manuscript [Only sections on prayer and hajj 
have been published by the orientalist Miklush Murani];

·        Al-‘Utbiyyah by the Cordovan Muhammad al-‘Utb  al-Umaw  (d. 255 AH);ī ī

·        Al-Maww ziyyahā  by the Alexandrine Muhammad b. al-Maww z (d. 269 AH).ā

 

“In it” (f h ):ī ā

In the Mudawwanah

 

“… by “it has been interpreted”, the different understanding of it on the part of its commentators”:

This is another technical term widely encountered in this work. The passive verb “uwwila” (“it has been 
interpreted”) denotes the divergent way in which the mother-book, the Mudawwanah, has been 
understood by the scholars who, directly or indirectly, elucidated the meaning of its words.

Ta’w lī  or interpretation means for the experts in us l al-fiqhū  deflecting a word from its outward meaning 
to a less preferable possible import, sound if accompanied by a corroborating evidence, otherwise 
unsound. Khal l, however, uses it in the sense of clear explanation (ī tafs rī ).



We find thus such expressions as: “Should it be construed as per the outward signification or as denoting 
obligation? There are two interpretations (ta’w l n).”ī ā

We said “directly or indirectly”. The word “commentators” stands here for the savants who tackled by 
commentary a specific mas’alah in theMudawwanah, even if they did not write an actual commentary on 
that book. It might be found in a general legal text, such as al-Lakhm ’s ī At-Tabsirah, or in a commentary
on, say, Al-‘Utbiyyah, Ar-Ris lahā  or At-Talq nī , or in a commentary on the Mudawwanah itself, such as 
Ibn Y nus’, or in abridgments of or explanatory glosses on the ū Mudawwanah, e.g. al-Qād  ‘Iyī ād’s At-
Tanb h t al-Mustanbaī ā tah.

 

Understanding (fahm) is more specific than knowledge, as it only stems from corroborating pointers. It is 
thus obligatorily created in-time, which explains why Knowledge, but not understanding, is an Attribute 
of Allah.

 

The focus of commentators is on what the wording used in theMudawwanah signifies. Their different 
understanding has been described by Khal l as ī ta’w laynī  / ta’w l tī ā , not as qawlayn / aqw lā  (two or more 
juristic views).

Ibn ‘Abdis-Sal m, in his commentary on Ibn al-ā H jib’s own abridgment (ā J mi` al-Ummah tā ā ) criticised 
his tendency, shared by several later scholars in the madhhab but not by Khal l, to equate the different ī
understanding of the words in the Mudawwanah by its commentators to different juristic views, 
establishing therefore the existence of a juristic disagreement in the school based on such varied semantic 
interpretations. Rather, the speech they commented upon is one statement, a single qawl, concerning 
which they differed as to the exact meaning of the wording used in the text, regardless of whether it is 
legally sound or otherwise; whereas the holders of juristic views (aqw lā ) aim at clarifying the correct 
judgment in the mas’alah [As a result, they quote for corroboration the Book, the Sunnah etc., not other 
pronouncements of the Im m, and the contrast in the school is as to whether such formulation of the ā
judgment is confirmed as true or otherwise, not whether the meaning of the wording used in the 
Mudawwanah has been portrayed correctly or not]. The question with the commentators of the 
Mudawwanah is thus: Has that one single legal statement (qawl) being construed and passed on correctly?

Put it differently, a commentator on the speech of a scholar is saying, implicitly or implicitly: “This is 
what the author means”; whereas the proponent of a juristic view is saying: “This is Allah’s judgment in 
the mas’alah”.

The former need not be a mujtahid in the madhhab, let alone an unqualified mujtahid. All that is required
is a knowledge sufficient to understand and convey the meaning of the speech he is commenting upon.

The latter, by contrast, must be a mujtahid in the madhhab or an unqualified mujtahid.



The former does not have to believe or endorse the correctness of what he is explaining through his 
commentary. Commentators of az-Zamakhshar ’s exegesis ī Al-Kashsh fā  have faithfully captured his 
statements conforming to Mu`tazilī doctrine and, having done that, have then moved to a refuting 
critique thereof.

 

“It has been interpreted” (uwwila):

The different interpretations of commentators on mas ’il of theā Mudawwanah concerning the
meaning of their words

 

“… by the term “the choice”, to al-Lakhm ’s juristic choice”:ī

Meaning the view selected by al-Lakhm  in issues where there is juristic disagreement.ī

It is, once more, a frequently encountered term in this work.

Al-Lakhm  (d. 478 AH) is Abu’l-Hasan ‘Al  b. Muhammad ar-Raba`  (an ascription to the tribe of ī ī ī
Rab `ah) al-Lakhm  (an ascription to his maternal grandfather). His family was originally from Qayraw n,ī ī ā
though he lived and was buried in Sfax, Tunisia.

A versatile and God-fearing jurist with a penchant for literature and literary refinement, and the teacher 
of Im m al-M zar  (who extolled him and used him as proof), he authored, among other works, the ā ā ī
splendid and beneficial At-Tabsirah, rich in knowledge, which he modelled after the Mudawwanah.

He was known for an abundance of juristic pronouncements in the school. Given his scholarly boldness, 
Khal l began by his legal choices, which on occasions took him out of the ī M likā ī madhhab, as pointed 
out by the like of al-Qād  ‘Iyī ād.

At first, the savants from the sixth and early seventh century did not rely for fatwa on At-Tabsirah, as it 
had not been taken from him and checked (revised) in his presence. Later, however, accurate verifiers of 
matters, such as Khal l himself and Ibn ‘Arafah quoted from it profusely.ī

 

The term “his choice” was ambiguous, hence Khal l decided to shed more light on it in his next ī
sentence.

 

“… whenever, however, the verbal form is used, that is a reference to al-Lakhm ’s personal choice”:ī

The form, that is, of the past verb:



·        Ikht ra, “he chose”, in the active;ā

·        Ukht ra, “it was chosen”, in the passive, as in “but if he performs four units of prayer it would be ī
fine, and it was chosen (wa-ukht ra)”.ī

Personal choice means a juristic view advocated by al-Lakhm  without any earlier precedent.ī

 

“… whereas the use of the nominal form is a reference to his choice in contentious issues”:

The form, that is, of the noun, either the noun of the agent or the noun of the patient (mukht r).ā

Here the choice is the one made by al-Lakhm , between two or more conflicting views in the mas’alah, ī
in favour of a view that had already expressed before him.

 

Choice (ikhtiy r):ā

Al-Lakhm ’s juristicī
choice

“He chose” / “it was chosen”:

Al-Lakhm ’s novel juristicī
choice

“The chosen (view)”:

Al-Lakhm ’s choice in favour of one of the pre-existingī
views

 

KHAL L’S Ī ABRIDGMENT:

Bilingual text and explanation (4)

 

Author’s introduction

(مؤقلدففملةؤ الؤؤللففف)

 ، ) لبةنف يونؤسل كلذللفكل و(بفالتققرةجيحف

by the term “juristic preference”, Ibn Y nus’ preference. In a similar vein, whenever the verbal form isū
used, that is a reference to his personal preference, whereas the use of the nominal form is a reference to

his preference for one of the pre-existing views on disputed issues;



 ، د  كلذللفكل (بفالظ هورف) لبةنف رؤشة ول

by “outward soundness” what Ibn Rushd deemed so. Again, whenever the verbal form is used, that is a
reference to what he personally deemed congruous with the outward meaning, whereas the use of the

nominal form is a reference to his approval of a pre-existing view as being so;

. ) لفلةمازلر ي كلذللفكل لف (بفالقلوة وف

and by “the statement” what was said by al-M zar . Whenever the verbal form is used, that is a referenceā ī
to a novel view he expressed, whereas the use of the nominal form is a reference to his endorsement of a

pre-existing view.

تلف  ف التقشةهيف، ، فلذللكل لخة لف  : خف يةثؤ ققؤلةتؤ ولحل

Wherever I say, ‘A disagreement (exists)’, it is due to the existence of a scholarly disagreement as to which
view is the famous one (mashh r),ū

يقة  ملنةصوصلة . ف ألوة ألقةوال  فلذللفكل لفعلدلمف اطففلعي ف الفلرةعف علللى ألرةجلحف للية يةثؤ ذلكلرةتؤ ققلوة ولحل

and wherever I mention two or more views in the alternative, that is due to the fact that I have not come
across, on the derivative issue, any explicit textual proclamation of the preferability of one over the other.

“ … by the term “juristic preference”, Ibn Y nus’ preference”:ū

Here is another common term in Khal l’s special lexicon.ī

Tarjīh (“juristic preference”) means to declare a juristic view qualitatively preponderant, i.e. preferable, 
over another, in a scenario of discordant views.

The verb in the trilateral form (rajaha) originally meant, as typical of the Arabic language in its motion 
from the tangible to the metaphorical, the concrete outweighing of one scale of the balance over the 
other. It was later extended to denote the act of lending preference to or fortifying something [Rajjahtu 
Zaydan ‘al  ‘Amrā , i.e. I favoured Zayd over ‘Amr].

In the fiqh, a view is preferred over an alternative one because I have assigned greater power to it.

 

Ibn Y nus (d. 451 AH) is the Im m Ab  Bakr Muū ā ū hammad b. ‘Abdill h b. Y nus (Y nus was thus the ā ū ū
name of his grandfather he was famously ascribed to) at-Tam m , belonging therefore to the tribe of ī ī
Ban  Tam m, aū ī s–Saqall , the Sicilian, the largest Mediterranean island. He lived in fact there, prior to his ī
relocation to al-Qayraw n, where he resided until 449 AH, when, two years before his death, the social ā
and political turmoil brought about by al-Mu`izz b. B d s aā ī s–Sanh j  and his proclamation of ā ī
independence from Fatimid rule, forced him into exile (together with many other savants), precisely to 
al-Mahdiyyah where he met his death.

He engaged a lot in armed warfare to raise Allah’s word the highest, and was known for his valiant 



strength.

In Sicily, he learnt from Judge Abu’l-Hasan al-Has ’ir  and ‘At q al-Faraā ī ī d  (“the expert in fixed ī
inheritance shares”), both of whom are mentioned in al-Qād  ‘Iyī ād’s Tart b al-Mad rikī ā .

He authored a work on the law of fixed inheritance shares (Al-Far ’iā d) and his multi-volume Al-J mi` ā
li-Mas ’il al-Mudawwanah wa al-Mukhtalaā tah, both of them recently published by the Beirut-based 
D r al-Kutub al-‘Ilmiyyah. The latter, one of the most important texts in the school, is a detailed ā
commentary on Al-Mudawwanah and mas ’il ā from other mother-books as well.

Due to the soundness of its exposition of juristic issues and the abundant knowledge gathered in it, it was 
referred to, as said by al-Maww q (a famous commentator on this abridgment), as “the mushaf of the ā
madhhab”.

 

“… in a similar vein, whenever the verbal form is used, that is a reference to his personal preference, 
whereas the use of the nominal form is a reference to his preference for one of the pre-existing views on 
disputed issues”:

The same considerations are applicable here as apply to the term “ikhtiy r” relating to al-Lakhm .ā ī

The verbal form rajjaha indicates a juristic preference Ibn Y nus first expressed, whereas the nominal ū
forms al-arjah (a comparative noun: the more preponderant, the preferable) and al-murajjah (a noun of 
the patient: the preferred view, the view deemed qualitatively preponderant) indicate the preference he 
gave to a view expressed before him.

 

Preference (tarjīh):

Ibn Y nus’ juristic preferenceū

 

“He preferred/favoured”:

Ibn Y nus’ novel juristic preferenceū

“The preferred (view)”:

Ibn Y nus’ preference for one of the pre-existing viewsū

 

“… by “outward soundness” what Ibn Rushd deemed so”:

Another key term recurring in the abridgment.



It means what Ibn Rushd the grandfather, the renowned Cordovan judge Abu’l-Wal d Muī hammad b. 
Ahmad (d. 520 AH / 1156 CE) who authored Al-Muqaddim t al-Mumahhid tā ā  and the monumental 
Al-Bay n wa at-Taā hs lī  deemed congruous with the outward meaning of a foundational narration.

 

“Again, whenever the verbal form is used, that is a reference to what he personally deemed congruous 
with the outward meaning, whereas the use of the nominal form is a reference to his approval of a pre-
existing view as being so”:

Same as above.

Hence:

The verbal form (istazhara) indicates a novel view of his Ibn Rushd deemed outwardly sound, whereas 
the nominal form (zuh r) stands for a pre-existing view he deemed so.ū

 

Outward soundness (zuh r):ū

What Ibn Rushd deemed so

“He deemed outwardly sound”:

Ibn Rushd’ novel view he deemed
so

“Outward soundness”:

A pre-existing view Ibn Rushd described thereby

 

“… by “the statement” what was said by al-M zar ”:ā ī

He is the matchless mujtahid Im m of the broadly understood Maghrib, Ab  ‘Abdill h Muā ū ā hammad b. 
‘Al  b. ‘Umar at-Tam m  al-M zir  or al-M zar  (d. 536 AH) as it has both been spelled. The correct ī ī ī ā ī ā ī
spelling should be al-M zar , as he was originally from Mazara del Vallo on Sicily’s north-west coast. He ā ī
is also al-Mahdaw  as a noun of ascription to the Tunisian town he settled and operated in, al-ī
Mahdiyyah.

A prominent student of al-Lakhm , whose exceptional talent manifested at a precocious age, in his ī
childhood, he was proficient in fiqh and us l al-fiqhū , had th, medicine, arithmetic and literature. People ī
took him as a reliable authority in medicine just as they did in fiqh. It is said that the genesis of his 
engagement in that science was the fact that he fell ill, and a Jewish doctor who used to treat him said to 
him, ‘Master, the like of me treats the like of your person, so what act of attaining nearness to the Lord 
can I possibly find in my d n if I cause the Muslims to suffer your loss?’. Since then, al-M zar  devoted ī ā ī



himself to medicine as well.

He was a man of good character whose circle of learning was peppered by witty remarks, pleasant 
anecdotes and plentiful poetical quotations.

One day during his adolescence he was sitting in the company of an imam when news came that it was a 
day of Ramad n, though the people had not gone to sleep having made the intention for fasting. Al-ā
M zar  said, ‘This day is not made up according to the view of some of M lik’s students, based on an ā ī ā
anomalous narration (riw yah sh dhdhahā ā ).’ His teacher grabbed him by the ear and said to him, in a 
reproaching tone, that if he went all the way in pursuing that knowledge, a zind q (heretic freethinker) ī
would come out of him. He then approvingly declaimed the verse: {If you see of the crescent its 
growth, you are certain that it will become a full moon.}

This is very instructive in an age where half-baked scholars toss around the most eccentrically anomalies 
in the school, as if they were the equals of “that which fatw  in the school is based upon”.ā

Apart from his commentaries on Judge ‘Abdu’l-Wahh b’s ā At-Talq nī  and al-Juwayn ’s ī Al-Burh nā  in fiqh
and us l al-fiqhū  respectively, both of which have been published by D r al-Gharb al-Isl m , in the field ā ā ī
of hadith his major textual contribution is his commentary on Muslim’s authentic collection, Al-Mu`lim 
bi-Faw ’id Muslimā , the published version of which was edited by my late teacher Muhammad ash-
Sh dhil  an-Nayfar.ā ī

Al-Qād  ‘Iyī ād built on it for his own elucidation, titled Ikm l al-Mu`limā . He would first present al-
M zar ’s explanation, and would follow it up with his own interpretative take.ā ī

The chain of M lik  commentators on ā ī Sahīh Muslim continued with a trio, the work of each of them 
bearing the title Ikm l al-Ikm lā ā  (the Completion of al-Qād  ‘Iyī ād’s Completion of al-M zar ’s ā ī Al-
Mu`lim).

·        Ab  ‘Abdill h Muhammad b. Ibr h m al-Baqq r , a noun of ascription to the Andalusian town ū ā ā ī ū ī
Baqq r. He was a student of al-Qar f , whose ū ā ī Fur qū  he abridged (Al-Hab b b. ī T hir has co-edited it forā
the Lebanese publisher Mu’assasah al-Ma` rif);ā

·        ‘ s  b. Mas` d b. al-ManĪ ā ū s r al-Mankal t  (a noun of ascription to Mankal t, a Moroccan tribe) az-ū ā ī ā
Zaw w  (a noun of ascription to a Moroccan town or to the tribe inhabiting it, Zaw wah). He travelled ā ī ā
to Alexandria, Gabès, Cairo, Damascus and back to Egypt;

·        Ab  ‘Abdill h Muhammad al-Ubb  (a noun of ascription to Ubbah, a Tunisian village), whose ū ā ī
splendid work has been published in Arabic.

 

“Whenever the verbal form is used, that is a reference to a novel view he expressed, whereas the use of 
the nominal form is a reference to his endorsement of a pre-existing view”:



Same as above.

Use of the verbal form q la, as in: “He said, like his doubt about fasting on the day of ‘Arafah, whether it ā
is ‘ d)”: A reference to a novel of view of his.Ī

Use of the nominal form, the noun of the patient maq l, as in: “It would not be binding on them, ū
according to what has been said (‘al  al-maq l)”: A reference to an anterior view al-M zar  verbalized.ā ū ā ī

 

“Statement” (qawl):

What was stated by al-M zarā ī

“He said”:

A novel view of his al-M zar  verbalizedā ī

“It was said”:

An anterior view al-M zar  verbalizedā ī

 

Ibn Gh z  (841-910 AH), the erudite scholar from Meknes, who penned the irreplaceable ā ī Shif  al-ā
Ghal l f  ī īHall Muqfal Khal lī , published in two volumes, in 2008, by Markaz Naj bawayh, on unlocking ī
the cryptic expressions used by Khal l in his abridgment, raised and answered therein four interesting ī
questions:

·        Why did Khal l single out for mention the said four savants (al-Lakhm , Ibn Y nus, Ibn Rushd and ī ī ū
al-M zar ? Because they abounded in juristic choices within the school, to an extent unequalled by ā ī
others.

·        Why did Khal l advance mention of al-Lakhm  over mention of Ibn Y nus, despite the latter’s ī ī ū
seniority? Because al-Lakhm  was more prone to daring juristic choices. In ī At-Tabsirah, in fact, he often 
quotes the fiqh on the issue and then adds: “As for me, my view is such-and-such”.

·        Why did Khal l make the verbal form a pointer to the savant’s personal (novel) view and the ī
nominal form a pointer to his endorsement of a preceding scholarly view? Because the verb denotes a 
novel contingency, the occurrence of something new in time, and is thus better suited to express what 
the savant personally originated at some point in time; whereas the noun denotes something settled, 
firmly entrenched, and is thus better suited to express an entrenched view advocated by earlier jurists.

Why did Khal l single them out, respectively, for juristic choice, preference, outward soundness and ī
statement? Because al-Lakhm  exceeded the other savants in (bold) juristic choices he made, as we stated ī
earlier, the bulk of Ibn Y nus’s ijtihad consisted of preference accorded to a view over another, whereas ū
his own novel views were comparatively rare, which is way, with him, Khal l makes seldom use of the ī
verbal form “rajjaha”, Ibn Rushd relied a lot (Al-Bay n wa at-Taā hs līmakes it amply clear) on the 



outward wording of a report in the school, and he achieved a widespread prominence (zuh r) surpassing ū
fellow savants in the madhhab, and, lastly, al-M zar , having reached a peak of mastery over rational and ā ī
transmitted sciences, from which he towered above the rest of scholars, the “statement” became what he 
had said, as in the proverb “the statement is what Jadh m had said”, based on the poetical verse: {ā If 
Jadh m says something, believe in its truth; the statement is in fact what Jadh m saidā ā .}

 

The foregoing shows the precision of both Khal l and Ibn Gh z , may Allah have mercy on both of ī ā ī
them. The latter, indeed, wrote a text comprising 100 beneficial points he drew from a short Prophetic 
hadith: “Ab  ‘Umayr, what did the small nightingale do?ā ”. Its title is Al-Mustanbat t min-ā Had th ī
Ab  ‘Umayrī . We intend translating another wonderful commentary on it, Ibn al-Qāss’s Juz’ f hi Faw ’idī ā  
Had th Ab  ‘Umayrī ī , Allah the Exalted willing.

How many a secret, indeed, are encompassed by the concise words of the Prophet, Sallall hu ‘alayhi wa-ā
Sallam!

 

“Wherever I say, ‘A disagreement (exists)’”:

Rather than “I mention”, since he is following it with an indirect speech.

Khal l uses the word khil f (disagreement) in the case of regularity (ī ā marf `ū ), as primate (mubtada’) of a 
nominal sentence, mentioning the predicate (khabar) as in: “There is disagreement about zin ”, or ā
omitting it as in: “Do people repeat the prayer, whether before or after its appointed time? 
Disagreement”, i.e. “there is disagreement on that”.

 

“… it is due to the existence of a scholarly disagreement as to which view is the famous one (mashh r)”:ū

One savant ascribes wide acceptance/fame to a view, and another savant to a different view, whether or 
not they explicitly said “the mashh r is this” or implied so, as with their expressions “the sounder view is ū
this”, “the madhhab is to this effect”, and so on.

The term khil f (disagreement) is used in a specific sense.ā

It is in fact a term applicable to one of two scenarios:

·        A disagreement as to the ruling itself;

·        A disagreement as to which view is the mashh r.ū

Khal l uses it in the latter sense only. That is true whenever he writes a complete speech, including the ī
predicate of the primate khil f, by which he lays down the ruling in the mas’alah.ā

Otherwise, in such syntactically incomplete phrases as “[a]nd he chose that there was disagreement; while



he said, ‘Nay, in a testimony’” and “[i]s there disagreement?”, the term is used to denote the existence of 
a disagreement about the ruling itself.

 

“… wherever I mention”:

Rather than “I say”, since he is not following it with an indirect speech.

 

“… two or more views in the alternative”:

Two or more views in the mas’alah, whether he expressly employs qawl in the dual or in the plural, or 
does so impliedly as in “I referred to the two of them” or “the third view on that”, “the fourth view on 
that”.

 

“ … on the derivative issue”:

Far`, as opposed to asl or root-judgment.

A derivative mas’alah is the one branching out of an arch-rule (q `idahā ).

For instance, our statement: “We may soundly purify ourselves with water of unqualified purity”, is an 
arch-rule or q `idahā  encompassing many specific derivative rulings, such as: “We may soundly purify 
ourselves with water of unqualified purity some or all of the characteristics (taste, smell, etc.) whereof 
have undergone a change as a result of crossing a saltern”.

 

“… any explicit textual proclamation”:

Mans sah in ‘Arabic, i.e. transmitted from the scholars, as opposed to a preferability Khal l himself ū ī
derives from the arch-rules (qaw `idā ), which he does not lean upon because of his scrupulousness.

Originally, the word nass in Arabic meant raising, lifting, e.g. a female gazelle raised (nassat) and stretched 
its neck, or a woman did so, as in a poem by Imru’u’l-Qays, the master of J hilā ī poetry.

Thereafter (transposition from concrete to abstract), it came to denote tracing a speech to the one who 
uttered it, as in a line of poetry by az-Zubayr b. ‘Abdi’l-Muttalib: {He traced the speech to its 
owners; trust is indeed in tracing it.}

This later, metaphorical sense, is the one employed by jurists, although they make the verb take an 
indirect object through the letter ‘alā (nassa ‘alā), though the verb is transitive in itself and takes a direct 
object. It is as if they have equated it, meaning-wise, to the verb for “alerted to, drew attention to” 
(nabbaha).



 

“… wherever I mention two or more views in the alternative, that is due to the fact that I have not come 
across, on the derivative issue, any explicit textual proclamation of the preferability of one over the 
other”:

If Khal l has come across a single view he considers mashh r, he limits himself to setting it out, ī ū
consonantly with his earlier self-imposed obligation of “clarifying that by which fatwas are given in the 
school”; sometimes he adds to that the refutation of the conflicting view.

When he comes across two mashh r views, he alludes thereto by his term “disagreement”.ū

If he is unable to discern any declaration of a view as mashh r, he quotes the two or more alternative ū
views, indicating that by such expressions as “I referred to the two of them” or “the third view on it”.

KHAL L’S Ī ABRIDGMENT:

Bilingual text and explanation (5)

 

Author’s introduction

(مؤقلدففملةؤ الؤؤللففف)

. ؤ مفنل اللفاهيمف ملفةهومل الشقرةطف فقلقلطة ولألعةتلبف

Of the implicit (divergent) meanings, I pay regard only to the conditional meaning.

تلظةهلرلهؤ، تقؤهؤمة صلحقحل هذا ألوة افسة رل القذينل قلدقمة نل) إفلل ألنق شليةخا  غليقة سف تؤحة حل) ألوة (اؤسة ولأؤشيؤ ب: (صؤحفف

By the phrases “it has been declared sound” or “it has been deemed appropriate” I indicate the fact that a
learned master (shaykh) other than the aforementioned ones declared any such thing sound or personally

deemed it outwardly correct,

رينل ف النقققةلف ألوة لفعلدلمف نفصفف الؤتقلقلدففميف،  (بفالتققرلد دف) لفتقلرلد دف الؤتلألخفف ول

whereas by “hesitation” I indicate the later scholars’ hesitation in transmitting a ruling, alternatively, the
absence of any text on the mas’alah transmitted by the earlier scholars;

. ف  هلبف لف  ملذة ) إفلل خف : (للوة ولبف

lastly, by “if” (law) I indicate a disagreement inside the school.

، ثؤق أعةتلذفرؤ لفذلوفي الللةبابف مفنل التقققةصيف لف ولالعلمللف مؤنا مفنل الزقلللف وليقؤولفففقؤنا ف القلوة اؤ يقلعةصف نةهؤ، ول ء  مف تلبلهؤ ألوة قلرألهؤ ألوة حلصقللهؤ ألوة سلعلى ف شلية فلعل بفهف ملنة كل أللؤ ألنة يقلنقة ال ألسة ول
. الواقفعف ف هذا الكفتابف

Allah is the One I ask to benefit by it whoever writes it down or reads it or attains knowledge of it or



busies himself with any aspect thereof. May Allah safeguard us from slips and may He grant us success in
our deeds and sayings. Thereafter, I apologize to the possessors of inner cores for the shortcomings

appearing in this book.

، فلما كانل مفنة نقلقةص  كلمقلوهؤ، ولمفنة خلطلإ  ألصةللحوهؤ؛ فقلقللقما يلةلؤصؤ ف الرففضلا ولالصقوابف : ألنة يقؤنةظلرل بفعلية ل لف ولالؤضوعف طابف التقذل ، ولخف أللؤ بفلفسانف التقضلر عف ولالؤشوعف ول ألسة
. ، ألوة يقلنةجؤو مؤؤللففف  مفنل العلثلراتف مؤصلنقف  مفنل اللفلواتف

I ask by the tongue of humble imploration, and by the address of abasement and submissiveness, that
readers might looked at it through the eye of satisfaction and properness. Let them complete whatever is

incomplete and put right whatever is wrong in it. Rarely, in fact, is a writing free from lapses and an
author rescued from blunders.

 

“(Of the implicit meanings,) I pay regard to”:

The verb a`tabiru can mean to pay consideration to a thing, which is its import here, to draw a lesson 
(‘ibrah) from it, to test it, or to stipulate it as a condition.

 

“Of the implicit (divergent) meanings”:

Maf h m, implicit meanings, is the plural of ā ī mafh mū , implicit meaning.

In the Law, we speak of:

·        The mant qū , i.e. the pronounced. It is what the wording indicates in the locus of verbalization 
itself, i.e. the meaning is understood from the wording itself, without any need to move onto it from 
another meaning;

·        The mafh mū , i.e. the implied. It is what the wording indicates in other than the locus of 
verbalization, i.e. the meaning is not in the wording itself, and it is necessary for the mind to move from 
the meaning of the first word to this different meaning.

Let us apply this division to the Qur’ nic yah prohibiting the utterance of ‘ugh!’ to one’s parents:ā ā

·        The prohibition of uttering ‘ugh!’ to one’s parents is the mant qū , since the wording indicates it in 
the very locus of verbalization;

·        The prohibition of hitting them is the mafh mū , since the wording (impliedly) indicates it in other 
than the locus of verbalization.

 

The implicit meaning or mafh mū  is thus the meaning the explicitly pronounced wording has not 
indicated, but has rather implied.

There are two categories of implicit meanings:



a)     The harmonious meaning (mafh m al-muw faqahū ā  or al-mafh m bi’l-awlū ā, the meaning a fortiori, 
or lahn al-khit bā , the parallel meaning, or fahwā al-khit bā , the superior meaning, as it is sometimes 
interchangeably termed)

Affirming, for what is passed over in silence but implied, the same ruling as the one applying to what is 
explicitly pronounced, on an equal footing at least.

It is an implicit meaning on which the text may be silent yet is in harmony with the pronounced 
meaning.

Example: If Allah, in an explicit text of the Qur’ n, has prohibited the utterance of ‘Ugh!’ to one’s ā
parents, a fortiori He has prohibited by the same text, pursuant to the implicit meaning thereof 
harmonious with such a prohibition, what is worse than that, such as verbal or physical abuse of them.

 

The harmonious meaning (mafh m al-muw faqahū ā ) is of two types:

·        Fahwā al-khit bā , the superior meaning: what is implied and not pronounced is more entitled to the
judgment (hukm) than what is explicitly pronounced;

·        Lahn al-khit bā , the parallel meaning: what is implied and not pronounced is equally entitled to the 
judgment as what is explicitly pronounced.

Lexically speaking, the two terms are synonymous, and both indicate a meaning understood by the 
addressee, to the exclusion of others, from an allusive reference rather than an explicit utterance. They are
distinguished in the technical vocabulary of the legal experts for the sake of a more exact definition.

Example of fahwā al-khit bā : The aforementioned prohibition of abusing one’s parents.

Another example is Allah’s statement, may He be Exalted: «Among the People of the Book there are 
some who, if you entrust them with a pile of gold, will return it to you» (S rah l ‘Imr n: 75). A ū Ā ā
fortiori would they return to you, as a loyally discharged trust, what is less than a pile of gold (qint rā ). 
Likewise with His statement in the same yah: «ā But there are others among them who, if you 
entrust them with just a single gold coin, will return it to you» (S rah l ‘Imr n: 75). With even ū Ā ā
greater force, then, they would fail to return what is worthier than a single d n r.ī ā

A third example is Allah’s statement, Exalted is He: «Whoever does an atom’s weight of gold will 
see it. Whoever does an atom’s weight of evil will see it» (S rah l ‘Imr n: 75). The divergent ū Ā ā
implied meaning is that, a fortiori, what is weightier than one atom will be seen since He who is not 
heedless of the tiniest thing will not be heedless of the weightier ones.

Example of lahn al-khit bā : Allah the Exalted says: «People who consume the property of orphans 
wrongfully consume nothing in their bellies except Fire. They will roast in Searing Blaze» 
(S rah al-Baqarah: 241).ū



• The pronounced meaning: The Divine threat against those who devour the property of orphans 
indicates the prohibition of such a wrongful consumption thereof; 

• The implicit meaning harmonious with it and equally entitled to the judgment applicable thereto: 
The Divine threat against those who devour the property of orphans implies the prohibition of 
destroying such property altogether in a different manner, by for instance burning it. Consuming 
and burning (or the like) are in fact equal in bringing about the destruction of the orphan’s 
property, which is the efficient cause (‘illah) of the prohibition. That is so even if burning his 
property goes to an event greater extent of wasting it away than its consumption, since that extra 
degree of destructiveness is not what the yah purposively focuses on. ā

We have thus a vertical motion ( ) from a meaning to what is higher than it, and a horizontal motion ( )↑ →
from a meaning to what is equal to it.

There is no third category of harmonious meanings, i.e. no reverse vertical motion ( ) from a meaning to ↓
what is lower than it. Had it been said, ‘Do not kill the boy!’, no prohibition against hitting him might be
implied, since the prohibition of what is more severe does not necessarily entail the prohibition of what is
lighter.

 

b)    The divergent meaning (mafh m al-mukh lafahū ā  or dal l al-khiī t bā , as it is interchangeably termed)

Affirming, for what is passed over in silence but implied, the opposite ruling of what is explicitly 
pronounced, wherever the sole purpose behind mention of the explicitly pronounced ruling is negating 
its applicability to what is passed over in silence.

It is a meaning derived from the words in the text in such a way that it diverges from the explicit meaning
thereof.

In other words, making a judgment (hukm, also translated as ruling) dependent on something implies the 
negation thereof in respect of other than it.

This implied meaning must be in harmony and not in disharmony with the pronounced meaning.

Example: The fact that in explicit texts of the Qur’ n Allah has made it incumbent on people of taqw  ā ā
and good-doers to give maintenance to their divorced women, the sole purpose for pronouncing that 
meaning being the negation of its applicability to the generality of Muslims, implies that such a 
maintenance is not a legal obligation on them.

The Hanafis and even some M likā ī scholars, such as al-B j , essentially refute its permissibility.ā ī

 

“Of the implicit meanings, I pay regard only to the conditional meaning”:

There are ten different types of divergent meanings, with different degrees of probative cogency:



1.     Mafh m aū s–sifah (The meaning implied from the descriptive attribute)

2.     Mafh m ash-sharū t (The meaning implied from the condition)

3.     Mafh m al-‘illah ū (The meaning implied from the efficient cause)

4.     Mafh m al-laqab ū (The meaning implied from the inert noun, whether a proper noun or a noun of 
the genus). It is not a proof according to the bulk of the savants

5.     Mafh m al-istithn  ū ā (The meaning implied from the exception)

6.     Mafh m al-‘adad ū (The meaning implied from the number)

7.     Mafh m al-mak n ū ā (The meaning implied from the place)

8.     Mafh m az-zam n ū ā (The meaning implied from the time)

9.     Mafh m al-ū hasr (The meaning implied from the restrictive specification). It is the only type of 
divergent meaning deemed valid by Im m al-B j  [Cf. ā ā ī Al-Ish rahā  il  Ma`rifah al-Uā s l wa al-Waj zahū ā ]. 
Example: His, Sallall hu ‘alayhi wa-Sallam, statement: “ā Clientage is only for the one who sets a 
slave free” (reported by M lik in the ā Muwatta’), the outward wording whereof indicates the fact that no
clientage can accrue in favour of one who does not set a slave free (= it cannot accrue in favour of the 
buyer of the slave).

10.                       Mafh m al-gh yah ū ā (The meaning implied from the end-point, time- or place-wise, of 
a thing)

In Shif  al-Ghal l f  ā ī ī Hall Muqfal Khal lī , Ibn Gh z  elaborated on each one of them, after he joined them ā ī
in a verse of poetry:

{Sif washtarit ‘allil wa-laqqib thuny  * wa-‘udda ā zarfayni wa-hasran aghyā.}

 

Khal l has told us that in his abridgment he has only taken into consideration the conditional meaning, ī
mafh m ash-sharū t.

According to the grammarians, shart, the first term of a conditional sentence (if …), is the opposite of 
jazā or the answer to the condition (then …).

For the experts in us l al-fiqhū , the shart or condition, as we know, is part of declaratory law. It is that 
attribute whose absence necessitates the absence of the hukm (judgment, ruling), but whose presence 
does not automatically bring about its (conditioned) object (mashrūt). Thus, the presence of ablution is a 
necessary condition of prayer, without which prayer is invalid, but its presence does not necessitate 
prayer, since I may or may not perform sal t ā with that ablution.

Here are some examples of meanings implied from a condition:

Allah the Exalted says, about the irrevocably divorced women: «If they are pregnant, maintain them 



until they give birth» (S rah aū t–Tal q: 6).ā

·        Condition: If … then …;

·        Implied divergent meaning: No maintenance is owed to an irrevocably divorced woman who is not
pregnant.

He says: «If any of you do not have the means to marry free believing women, you may marry 
believing slave-girls» (S rah an-Nis ’: 25).ū ā

·        Condition: If … then …;

·        Implied divergent meaning: A man with the means to marry a free mu’minah is not allowed to 
marry a mu’minah slave.

He also says: «If you are travelling in the land, there is nothing wrong in you shortening the 
sal tā » (S rah an-Nis ’: 101).ū ā

·        Condition: If … then …;

·        Implied divergent meaning: It is not permissible for the sedentary man (who is in his place of 
residence) to shorten the sal t.ā

 

“By the phrases “it has been declared sound” or “it has been deemed appropriate” I indicate the fact that a
learned master (shaykh) other than the aforementioned ones declared any such thing sound or personally 
deemed it outwardly correct”:

Once the author has singled out the four jurists and identified each one of them through what specifically 
indicates his choice, being incapable of overlooking views which other than them had declared sound, 
deemed appropriate or personally advocated, he referred to their juristic choices by the terms suhhiha (“it 
has been declared sound”) or ustuhsina “it has been deemed appropriate”.

 

“… whereas by “hesitation” I indicate the later scholars’ hesitation in transmitting a ruling, alternatively, 
the absence of any text on the mas’alah transmitted by the earlier scholars”:

The later scholars are from Ibn Ab  Zayd al-Qayraw n  onwards, and the earlier scholars are the likes of ī ā ī
M lik and Ibn al-Q sim.ā ā

 

“… lastly, by “if” (law) I indicate a disagreement inside the school”:

 

By the word law (“if”) he indicates a disagreement in the school, i.e. the existence of a view conflicting 



with the first view in the madhhab.

 

 

By this, we have completed our survey of Khal l’s introduction and dived into the balsamic waters of his ī
Abridgment.


